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9
CHINESE PEANUTS AND
CHINESE MACHINGA

The use and abuse of a rumor in Dar es Salaam
(and ethnographic writing)

Derek Sheridan

There were Chinese people selling peanuts on the streets of Dar es Salaam. This
was a story a Tanzanian friend and colleague told me before I even arrived in
Tanzania. The Europeans and Indians at least, he continued, had respected bound-
aries. The Chinese, on the other hand, would compete in even the “lowest”
occupations, even selling peanuts. The young Tanzanian men in this occupation
walk around town carrying nothing more than trays over their shoulder; arranged
with peanuts, candies, and cigarettes; advertising by clanging loose change in their
free hand. The notion that Chinese would come all the way to Tanzania to com-
pete against them exemplifies the extremity and novelty of the idea of “China-in-
Africa,” all the more extraordinary when placed against the image of a “rising China”
and its investments in African infrastructure. It is also inaccurate. I could find no
such individuals while conducting 16 months of ethnographic research among
Chinese migrant entrepreneurs in Dar es Salaam, and I was ready to categorize it as
yet another “myth” about the Chinese in Africa (cf. Sautman and Yan 2012).

The appearance of “China–Africa,” or “Africa–China,”1 as a field of knowledge
production has been accompanied, after all, by falsifiable claims, persistent tropes,
and overdetermined narratives; and the raison d’etre of an emerging network of
scholars has largely been positivist-empiricist “mythbusting” (Bräutigam 2009, 2015;
Hirono and Suzuki 2014). In this literature, a clear line is drawn between the genre
of China–Africa myths and an empirically grounded “real story.” Myths are
understood as deficits of information; at best, benign ignorance correctable through
research and better public communication; and at worst, malign defamation pro-
moted by actors argued to gain politically from promoting anti-Chinese sentiment.
In this latter case, myths hide not only “real stories,” but also “real motives.”

In this chapter, I take a different perspective on myths about Africa and China,
examining their social lives in ordinary discourse among those supposedly closest to
the “real story,” ordinary Africans and Chinese themselves. In showing that even
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the Chinese in Africa sometimes reproduce myths about the Chinese in Africa, I
argue for the benefit of ethnographic methods in the study of Africa and China. An
ethnographic stance toward myths is concerned less with empirical verification than
with intelligibility; why particular stories make sense to people, and what that sense
can tell us about the social and cultural realities in which people live. The premise
is that even empirically problematic statements still say something about social rea-
lity, and that they might be more sympathetically read as forms of political and
moral critique. Myths, like conspiracy theories, can be a “key mode of cultural
knowledge that seeks to reveal and to make locally intelligible the hidden forces
and estranging dynamics of modern social experience” (Boyer 2006, 327).

This ethnographic stance is potentially in tension with currents in Africa–China
studies that are defensive about the academic reproduction of already debunked
claims. The dilemma of an ethnographic stance is that even if anthropologists read
myths not as propositions (statements which are either true or false), but as indices;
statements “pointing” to social realities which can be marshaled for arguments
about either the people who articulate them, or a conceptual “third,” ethno-
graphies themselves (re)produce propositions about the world. However nuanced
the genre of writing, ethnographers may have limited control over the interpretants
of their arguments. This is true in any context, but in the case of popular interest in
“China–Africa,” conventional disclaimers about the partiality of knowledge are
challenged by invitations to expertise; the expectation that such researchers will be
able to say something definitive about their research sites. In other words, what
does an ethnographer with an agnostic stance toward the ontology of myths do
when confronted with interlocutors who make claims, which the ethnographer
could, on good authority given the “mythbusting” scholarship, argue to be
incorrect?

Myths pose a challenge for ethnography as a genre assumed to share an elective
affinity with demonstrating the “agency” of ordinary African and Chinese actors.
The call to recognize agency in the study of African–Chinese interactions is based
on the assumption that ethnographies would provide “real stories” about how
ordinary actors shape Africa–China relations “on the ground.” In addition to these
forms of residential agency, however, there is also the question of representational
agency; how ordinary actors themselves shape narratives of Africa–China relations,
including narratives of their own agency in those relationships. I borrow the dis-
tinction from Kockelman (2007), who defines representational agency as the capacity
“to refer, predicate, and infer … what we are representing, how we are repre-
senting what we are representing, and what other representations were used to
infer this representation (or were inferred from this representation)” (p. 384).

In what follows I examine the politics of knowledge production about “China-
in-Africa” from the perspective of Chinese and Africans directly involved. I explore
how claims are produced, validated, contested, and circulated in different social
contexts, including academic research. In particular, I focus on casual hyperbole, and
its use as ethnographic data. Casual hyperbole refers to how “myths” about China–
Africa, at the same time as they are being debunked by scholars, are also being
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circulated by the same potential “research subjects” themselves. These myths afford
reflection and evaluation of both actually existing and speculative forms of Chinese
presence independent of their empirical referents. In this chapter, I focus on a
single claim in one location: that there are Chinese in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
who engage in “petty trade.” I then explore the multiple uses to which this claim
is applied. I argue that the claim is shorthand for describing the presence of Chinese
wholesale traders who do not, by and large, engage in retail trading. Nonetheless,
the claim indexes a set of discontents among certain Tanzanians about the role of
Chinese in wholesale trading in the first place, and expectations of industrialization.
For expatriate Chinese as well, the figure of the petty trader challenges desired
representations of Chinese presence. The “truth” of the claim is less significant than
the rhetorical uses to which it is applied.

Seeing like an ethnographer: peanuts as indices

I had already forgotten the story of the Chinese peanut seller when a Tanzanian
shoe retailer told me one afternoon that if I went downtown, I would see Chinese
driving taxis and selling peanuts. The retailer worked inside a crowded complex in
Kariakoo, Dar es Salaam’s wholesale market, selling shoes purchased from the
Chinese wholesalers who occupied the well-located shops along the street outside.
I had never seen Chinese taxi drivers or peanut sellers in the city, so I later asked
Ali, another shoe trader whom I knew. He told me the man was a “liar” (mwongo,
in Swahili). “If you hate someone,” Ali explained, “you will tell lies about them.”
People disliked the Chinese, he explained, because they rented shops, raising the
cost of rent and forcing smaller traders into more inaccessible locations. It was okay
to operate warehouses, but did they have to open shops? Ali argued the claim
about Chinese peanut sellers indexed discontents about the visibility of Chinese
traders in Kariakoo, and discontents that they were not investing in factories. In
other words, the Chinese were not respecting desired divisions of labor.

These are standard interpretations with an elective affinity for the genre of eth-
nographic writing. Wholesale distribution was a major site of investment for Chinese
migrant entrepreneurs who began arriving in Tanzania in the early to mid-2000s.
The most recent estimate is that there are 100 shops distributed between shoes,
plumbing, electronics, and other products (Sun et al. 2017). Despite the diversifi-
cation of Chinese investments after 2010, despite the fact that, in absolute terms,
Chinese traders are outnumbered in Kariakoo, and despite the falling profitability
for wholesaling, the presence of Chinese traders remains iconic. While these Chi-
nese have predominantly restricted themselves to wholesale only, it has become a
matter of speaking for Tanzanians to claim that Chinese do “petty trade.” The claim is
more accurately a statement that there are some who engage in forms of “low-end
globalization” (Matthews 2011), competing directly against African wholesalers for
control of the distribution of goods between China and East Africa.

Petty traders themselves have benefited from Chinese wholesalers opening shops,
as have consumers for whom Chinese production has lowered costs. At the same
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time, Chinese shops were frequently invoked by Tanzanians to be symptomatic of
the absence of both local industry and quality consumer goods. There has in fact
been Chinese investment in the construction of factories, but their effects have
been limited. Whenever I mentioned there were factories on the edge of the city,
Tanzanian traders would insist these were not “real” factories, but secret warehouses
for doing trade.

A language of surfaces and hidden realities accompany discussion of the Chinese
presence, and this is reinforced by the spatial practices of the marketplace itself. The
earliest Chinese traders presented samples on the streets of Kariakoo of their
industrial products before opening shops. Chinese employees working for whole-
sale shops circulate daily through the marketplace visiting customers or looking for
new ones. Some carry samples in their bags or backpacks, making them look,
especially to Tanzanian customers who tease them, like wamachinga, the term for
the young Tanzanian men with low capital who informally sell retail on the street.
The term wamachinga is the plural form for machinga.

The epistemological stance I have taken so far is that the figure of the Chinese
machinga is a proximate truth insofar as it indexes the position of Chinese wholesalers
in Kariakoo and the semiotics of their work. Chinese traders in Kariakoo during
the time of my research (2013–2016) largely restricted themselves to wholesale trade,
but even this was considered by many Tanzanian traders to be too low in the trade
hierarchy. As I argue next, however, claims like these can operate in discursive prac-
tice as truths rather than as simply indices for secondary order interpretations. As
Kockelman (2007) argues, things are “true” insofar as an agent, “however distal,
sundry, or unsuspecting – takes up one’s claim and thereby presumes it in subsequent
actions” (p. 384).

Seeing like a Chinese manager: peanuts as possibility

According to Chinese expatriates with whom I spoke, the image of Chinese traders
in Kariakoo is as evocative as it is misleading for being a privileged site of ethno-
graphic research. In the same conversation, a Chinese expatriate who I had just met
around the city advised me that if “I wanted to study the Chinese, I should go to
Kariakoo,” but then he advised me that the real story was not to be found there,
but in “big projects” like roads. The figure of the Chinese trader is problematic for
the image of China in Tanzania because it exemplifies the lowest common
denominator of China–Africa comparative advantage: Chinese industrial over-
capacity and African industrial under-capacity. In multiple interviews, Chinese
investors and managers argued the presence of wholesalers would diminish and
eventually disappear as Chinese investment developed.

During an interview with a manager for a Chinese state-owned enterprise, he
described wholesaling as a “stage one” enterprise undertaken by people with lower
capital and lower “cultural level.” They did not represent the “mainstream” of
Chinese presence. This is perhaps why he accepted the story of the peanut seller as
a possibility. I shared the story with him because he had been talking about
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misperceptions of the Chinese presence in Africa, and I shared my own example in
the interest of building rapport. His response surprised me. Although he did not
believe Chinese migrant entrepreneurs engaged in such activities as a primary
source of income, he did not dismiss the story entirely. He speculated that a Chi-
nese businessman might have temporarily encountered financial difficulties. The
reason for these difficulties could range from slow business to delayed overseas
shipping. He might have set up a stand to sell peanuts for a day. Somebody saw
this, he continued, and falsely concluded that Chinese were coming to Tanzania in
order to sell peanuts. This was an example, he argued, of how misperceptions are
created on the basis of limited experience.

Questioning the reality of the referent, but not the reality of the signifier, he
constructed a speculative narrative on the basis of a fact that may or may not have
been “true.” The plausibility of the story indexes ideological notions of the Chi-
nese work ethic, willing to take on even simple tasks, and, in a common Chinese
idiom, 吃苦(chı-kǔ), or “eat bitterness,” meaning to endure hardship in the pursuit
of economic well-being and accumulation. In the context of the larger interview,
however, the manager wanted to argue that wholesale and retail trading was only a
temporary phenomenon that reflected an early stage of economic engagement
between China and Africa. The sector would pass from the scene as Chinese
increasingly become involved in industrial investment.

The argument that Chinese traders are non-representative of the Chinese pre-
sence is present in other situations where the myth of the “Chinese machinga”
appears in ordinary discourse. My next example is a passing reference in the dis-
cussant comments of a Tanzanian government official attending a presentation on
“Chinese engagement in Tanzania: Is it considered positive or negative by Tanza-
nians?”2 The value of attending to an ephemeral reference in a larger conversation
is to illustrate the significance of ordinary hyperbole, and the way rumors can
become signified in distinct contexts without these contexts themselves being
explicitly about the truth-value of the rumor in question. The explication of such
ephemera, however, requires first explaining the context in which they appear.

Seeing like a Tanzanian diplomat: who does the peanut speak for?

The presentation was conducted by REPOA, a development think tank in Dar es
Salaam, in cooperation with Afrobarometer, a public opinion survey project in
operation since 1999. In attendance were representatives of the Chinese embassy,
representatives of other embassies, journalists and representatives from Tanzanian
government agencies. Also in the audience were myself and two Chinese interlocutors
whom I had invited.

The main conclusion of the presentation was that Tanzanians, as randomly sur-
veyed (n=2386), had a positive opinion concerning the “influence” of Chinese
investment. Eighteen percent of respondents, however, did not have an opinion.
The two discussants invited to respond were both diplomats who had previously
been posted to China. Their comments were structured in the form of a recognizable
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narrative about Sino-Tanzanian friendship and cooperation over the longue durée.
The survey, the ambassador explained, is about perceptions, and “perceptions are a
way of talking about others, but those perceptions may or may not align with
reality. In this case, however, they align.”

The discussants considered themselves authorized to evaluate the “reality” of
claims about the Tanzania–China relationship. This was evident both in how they
framed points of critique regarding the presentation, and in how they framed their
own agency in the processes described. It was in this context that the figure of the
“Chinese machinga” was invoked. The ambassador took issue with the use of the
word “influence” in the presentation:

“Influence” is a strong word, coming from the idea of a “sphere of influence.”
China will never build a sphere of influence in Africa. It is about cooperation.
At FOCAC [Forum on China-Africa Cooperation], there was a recognition of
the need to change relationships from being just state-to-state to being people-
to-people. China has encouraged the development of people-to-people exchan-
ges … China practices non-interference. It will never interfere, well maybe the
Chinese petty traders interfere with the machinga, but that’s not state level. States go
outside because they can’t fulfill their interests at home. Countries have their
own interests. That is fine. [Italics Added for Emphasis]

He later added that a random survey could not provide an accurate portrait of Sino-
Tanzanian relations because not everyone in the survey had the same kind of direct
experience with the Chinese. He stated that the survey is “0.05 percent of the
country. Only 2000 people is too small a sample, and what period are we talking
about? 50 years is a long time, but the Chinese machingas (sic) are recent. When I
was in China, I encouraged Chinese to come. We created FOCAC because we’ve
been talking about ‘South-South’ cooperation, but how do we do it?”

According to the ambassador, the Sino-Tanzanian relationship was primarily the
product of state agency, and the people most authorized to speak about these
relationships were officials like himself who had been involved in negotiations over
perhaps the largest periodic diplomatic ritual of Sino-Tanzanian relations and Sino-
African relations more generally, the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation. The
figure of the “Chinese machinga,” however, disrupts his argument. It appears first as
the exception to a central trope of state-diplomatic discourse about China. “Non-
interference” usually refers to the claim that while China engages economically with
foreign states, it does not “interfere” with domestic politics in the fashion of tra-
ditional Western neo-imperial powers. In this case, however, Chinese involvement
in a “low” economic sector is characterized as a form of “interference,” but quickly
disavowed as “not state level” even though the same logics of capital expansion
applied to the Chinese state would also be an apt description of the motivations of
Chinese traders who “go outside because they can’t fulfill their interests at home.”
The claim is further complicated by the ambassador’s assertion of agency (“I invited
them to come”). In the larger context, he is referring to “Chinese investors”
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(whether public or private is not clear), and by taking responsibility for that action,
he is also challenging the assumption that Chinese investment in Tanzania is pri-
marily authored by Chinese leaders, a common assumption of the “neo-imperialist”
narrative. However, whether wholesale traders could be considered “investors” is
controversial to many Tanzanians, and explains part of the ambivalence in the
ambassador’s comments.

The ambassador’s comments cannot be understood without considering the larger
discursive field. His sensitivity to the use of “influence” is important because the
term bears the traces, intentional to the report’s authors or not, of the narrative of
Chinese “neo-imperialism.” The production, validation, and critique of claims
about “China–Africa” is hard to disentangle from the geopolitical field that frames
them. The anticipatory (and defensive) tone of counter-narratives is evident in the
fact that even though the Afrobarometer survey suggested a generally positive
portrait of Tanzanian perceptions, I noticed multiple questions and answers during
the Q&A that magnified on challenging those elements which could be construed
as “negative.”

For example, survey respondents were also asked to list issues that contributed to
negative views of Chinese. A small group of respondents had criticized the quality
of Chinese goods. The Chinese interlocutor I brought with me asked a question
about this response, challenging her “Tanzanian friends” that the responsibility for
low-quality goods in the marketplace was due to the preference of Tanzanian traders
and consumers, rather than Chinese manufacturers and suppliers. She had spoken
to me before about an anecdote from a friend who worked in Kariakoo: a story of
an archetypical Tanzanian consumer who could not be prevailed upon to spend a
little extra for a higher quality auto part when given the option of a cheaper low-
quality product. The identification of “African consumers” as responsible for
market demand is understood to relieve, to a certain extent, the popular association
of China with “low-quality” or “fake.” Interestingly, however, some Chinese
expatriates did blame Chinese traders for selling low-quality goods, and being
responsible for hurting the image of China in Tanzania. These were sometimes
connected with discriminating social judgments about the kind of Chinese who
engaged in trade. Tanzanians, on the other hand, tended to blame their govern-
ment for not enforcing quality control in customs. This was connected with
broader domestic political discontents rather than evidence of anti-Chinese senti-
ment. The diversity of options for assigning blame in this situation shows how the
identification of agency and responsibility is an exercise that requires simplifications
of otherwise entangled processes.3 The ambassador’s comments about Chinese
machinga as both not the product of state agency, but also potentially the product of
“invitations” to economic interaction, exemplifiy this contradiction.

The actions of individual Chinese and Tanzanians very often get scaled up to
geopolitical agency and responsibility. The exercise can also be seen at work when
another audience member asked a question about ivory. They phrased the question
in a manner referring to the earlier discussion of “interference”: “China practices
non-interference and expects others to do the same, but I wonder if there is any
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way to influence the Chinese public. For example, poaching in Tanzania is
encouraged by high demand in China. Maybe because China is generous, one is
embarrassed to raise these questions.”

A representative from the Tanzanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the audience
had the next question, but he first wanted to respond to the “accusations” of his
colleague, continuing that “the idea that the poaching of elephants is championed
by China is not true. I went to China with [President] Kikwete, and he signed an
accord on wildlife protection. China has addressed this issue.” The ambassador, in
his own comments, added that “these are Chinese criminals and Tanzanian criminals.
That is not official trade, so you should not count that. You can’t call undercover
Chinese business official because that is not official.”

There is a lot happening in this exchange. A comment about influencing domestic
demand for ivory in China in order to protect African elephants is glossed by a
foreign affairs official as an “accusation” directed at “China” (specifically the Chi-
nese government) and therefore an accusation that must be refuted. The fact the
Chinese government does not promote the ivory trade, or that China does not
condone corruption is taken to be evidence that the critique is unfounded. If it is
not “official,” it should not count.

I have found this is a pattern of argumentation not unique to this Tanzanian
audience, but also found in discussions among both Chinese and foreign academics
who study China–Africa. Because in the global media, discussions of “Chinese”
and “Africans” in the abstract very quickly become discussions of “China” and
“Africa” as agents whose moral responsibility is premised on their intentionality.

In the case of public diplomacy, whenever Tanzanian and Chinese officials
challenge the veracity of “Western” claims about corruption, entire categories of
individuals are excluded as relevant agents, because the relevant agents are primarily
the state. In the situation described here, the ambassadors serving as discussants them-
selves “uncover African agency” (cf. Corkin 2013) but insofar as they position
themselves as authors of these China–Africa initiatives. This excludes other possible
agents. The ephemeral reference to Chinese machinga in the course of this larger
debate is casual, but encapsulates a wide range of contradictions in both the China–
Tanzania relationship and the politics of knowledge around making claims about
this relationship. And all this regardless of whether such a claim is “true.”

Seeing like a peanut

It was an ironic surprise when late in my fieldwork, when talking again to my
Tanzanian colleague, he insisted that the story of the peanut seller was indeed true.
His uncle had eaten the peanuts. The man would set up his stand every evening,
and his uncle would occasionally purchase them. There was a special spice the man
must have used, because his uncle said the peanuts were very delicious. I had spoken
to this uncle, but had never heard the story from him. I returned to him in order
to ask about the peanut-seller. When I finally got to asking him, I learned there
had indeed been a Chinese man selling peanuts, but that was in the 1970s! At the
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time, in addition to 30,000 Chinese experts working on the Tanzania–Zambia
(TAZARA) railway, there was a small community of Chinese living in Dar es
Salaam who had come there from Guangzhou early in the twentieth century. The
uncle did not know from which group the man had come. I found Mr. Wang, a
Zanzibari-born Chinese who had lived in Dar es Salaam since the 1970s, and asked
him. He did remember such a man, but he told me the man had come from
“mainland China” and Mr. Wang knew neither where he came from nor his
eventual fate. It was over 40 years ago.

There was indeed a referent, after all, but it was distinct from that which its
contemporary signifiers referred. The trace had its own distinctive histories, a trace
which in a new context, could take on meanings and associations far removed from
the initial conditions of its production. On the other hand, one might argue the
trace of a forgotten Chinese presence hidden under the shadow of grandiose pro-
jects like the TAZARA railway echoes the semiotic marginalization of Chinese
petty traders today in the face of the imagined futures to which China–Africa
aspires. The thematization and characterization of this as an “echo,” however, in
itself a product of the genre of knowledge production in which I am engaged in
here, the production of an ethnographic text. That is, it is my own argument.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have used the rumor of a Chinese peanut seller, and the related
figure of the “Chinese machinga,” in Tanzania to examine how claims about the
China–Africa relationship are produced, validated, contested, and circulated in the
context of differing political economies of epistemological value. In doing so, I
have tried to flatten the conceptual distinction between vernacular and expert
forms of knowledge production by showing traffic, in the form of casual hyper-
bole, between them. My approach to these forms of myth and hyperbole has been
different than approaches that aim to uncover a “real story,” or to critique the “real
motives,” behind them. Instead, I have traced how myths and hyperbole work in
rather quotidian ways in ordinary discourse. An “ethnographic stance” (Keane 2014)
provides an alternative perspective to the study of Africa–China knowledge production
than either “myths” or “real stories.”

I examined a story that a Chinese individual had been selling peanuts in the
streets of Dar es Salaam. It is the kind of story that lends itself readily to the eth-
nographic interpretation that the myth indexes popular Tanzanian discontents with
Chinese migrant entrepreneurs who place themselves too low in the trade hier-
archy. The story is closely related to the more prevalent claim that Chinese engage
in “petty trade,” or can even be called machinga, the term for the young Tanzanian
men with low capital who sell retail on the street. Chinese traders in Kariakoo
largely restrict themselves to wholesale trade, but even this is considered by many
Tanzanian traders to be too low in the trade hierarchy. More than a manner of
speaking, however, the casual hyperbole of Chinese trade as “petty trade” can
become an un-extraordinary “fact” that serves particular functions in other discourses.
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I showed how the myth appeared in the context of an event where Tanzanian
officials commented on the claims of a social science research survey of popular
Tanzanian attitudes toward the Chinese in the country. Although the survey
revealed generally positive attitudes, it is perhaps a learned defensiveness and pro-
pensity to mythbusting that led these discussants to emphatically exclude certain
types of subjects (Chinese “petty traders” and ivory traders) as unauthorized to
represent “China–Africa” because they are not the “official” agents (the Chinese
and Tanzanian governments). In the process, they ironically reproduced, in a casual
fashion, the very rumor of a Chinese machinga. The final irony is that the story of
the peanut seller is partially true, demonstrating the importance of considering the
histories of the signs of myths and rumors themselves as having their own particular
logics exclusive of the claims made on them by either ethnographic interlocutors or
the ethnographers who marshal them to produce academic work.

Myths are not simply “misinformation” to be debunked; they are the mobiliza-
tion of resources and imaginative projects, including the very field of “China–
Africa” itself. The Chinese presence in Africa semiotically exceeds the materiality of
people and things Chinese, beyond even the dominance of Chinese-manufactured
goods in the market. Part of the reason for this is that the diplomatic staging of
investments and aid projects produces dozens of announcements each year about
projected investment pledges and projects. These announcements are often col-
lected uncritically by international scholars and used to produce inflated accounts of
Chinese commitments, turning the potential into the accepted reality of China–Africa.
These can in turn produce new mobilizations.

For example, a European university several years ago obtained funding for a multi-
disciplinary study of a reported Chinese investment project in southwest Uganda,
but after scouting the area, research assistants reported back that there was in fact
no such project (Joseph Maiyo, Personal Communication: July 2013). Pedersen
and Nielsen (2013) propose the notion of the “trans-temporal hinge,” defined as
“any configuration of socio-cultural life that is imbued with the capacity for
bringing together phenomena that are otherwise distributed across disparate
moments in time” (p. 123). Applied to Chinese infrastructure projects in Mozam-
bique, the authors observe contemporary mobilizations of people, resources, and
knowledge claims “couched in a vocabulary defined by the properties of events
that had not yet occurred” (p. 130). In much of the writing on China–Africa, in
fact, the present has been situated as the prologue to various futures. The irony of
the “mythbusting stance” is that it promises the deconstruction of the very premise
of having a “field” of China–Africa studies. The story of the Chinese peanut seller
is distinct because it represents the extremity of claims about China–Africa, the
unprecedentedness, which is itself a source of fascination that exceeds the situation
itself.

Ethnographic methods provide a privileged vantage point for studying the
interaction between “myths” and “real stories.” Ethnographic fieldwork requires
extended immersion among the people one is researching, and the development of
long-term and multifaceted relationships. Immersive fieldwork creates space for
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contradiction and the unexpected. Ethnographers don’t just record interviews, but
everything they see, hear, touch, taste, and even feel. It is a “deliberate attempt to
generate more data than the researcher is aware of at the time of collection”
(Strathern 2004, 5–6; Strauss 2013). Ethnographers don’t just capture singular stories,
but a sometimes discordant symphony of actions, discourses, and forms of social
life. Ethnographies are “thick descriptions” (Geertz 1973) precisely because they
endeavor to connect threads of social, cultural, political, and economic realities; but
they do so from particular locations. This is why it would be a mistake to consider
ethnography simply as a method for generating empirical data about a “real story”
in the “downstairs” room of Africa–China. Ethnographies are “partial truths”
(Clifford 1986) shaped by the specificities of the social encounter between the
ethnographer and their interlocutors.

On purely empirical grounds, one benefit of ethnographic research beyond just
interviews is that researchers may discover that informants may act differently in prac-
tice than they say or imply in interviews. This is not necessarily about deception.
How people behave and how people speak may be shaped by their immediate
social context. In conducting fieldwork, ethnographers are placed in a variety of
contexts. Ethnographers who have worked with Chinese expatriates in many African
countries, for example, might recognize the broad outlines of a contrast between
“frontstage” and “backstage” discourse, or “official” and “unofficial transcripts”
(Goffman 1959; Scott 1985). Frontstage discourses may resonate with state-diplomatic
narratives of friendship and development cooperation, whereas the unofficial transcript
of Chinese expatriate talk entails discontents about corruption, robbery, and inef-
ficiency, much of it racialized in the everyday language of 黑人 [hei ren, or black
person]. These two registers are not necessarily in contradiction, and it cannot be
assumed that the latter is more “sincere” than the former. Complaining with fellow
expatriates is just as much a socially contextual speech genre as official-ese. Eth-
nographers are neither mind-readers nor investigative journalists, but the benefits of
immersion are witnessing how different forms of everyday knowledge claims are
articulated in relation to each other, and the relation between these claims and
ordinary practice and experience. Myths, hyperbole, and contradictions provide
ethnographers insight into the messy politics of everyday knowledge production.

This is true in any ethnographic research setting, but in the case of China–Africa,
these politics are complicated even further by the policing of China’s “image” in
Africa. In the context of contending global narratives of “imperialism” and its
denial, ethnographers have to reflect on how different kinds of Chinese informants,
in particular, represent themselves to researchers, and how they themselves in turn
represent their informants in their writing. Many Chinese informants, aware of the
way international media organizations have reported on people like themselves,
will be self-conscious about how they present themselves to researchers, and it will
matter where these researchers come from; if those researchers are perceived as
friendly or not to their own interests and reputation. In more informally structured
settings like ethnographic research, one’s informants will not always be aware that
what they say may potentially be converted into “ethnographic data” for academic
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publications. Formalized procedures of “informed consent” are designed to mitigate
these ethical/legal dilemmas, but anyone who has done ethnographic fieldwork
would recognize that the boundaries between research and not-research are porous.

The cases I discuss here raise important questions about how ethnographic data is
used and, in turn, how much people have control over their representations of the
world, and their own experiences. Compared to distant readings of China–Africa
encounters, ethnography does highlight agency, but what I have tried to demon-
strate here is that ordinary people themselves reproduce the myths and dominant
narratives about them, which scholars are trying to debunk. This is why attention is
warranted to what Kockelman (2007) calls “representational agency,” the degrees
of control people have over the production and circulation of their own inter-
pretations of their own experiences. The ethnography of Chinese–African relations
is necessarily reflexive, not simply as a standard exercise of anthropological claims-
making, but as a recognition of the overdetermined interest in the topic itself.
Understanding ordinary perspectives depends on understanding the ecology and
political economy of discourses and stances within which people make sense of and
communicate their experiences.

Notes

1 Scholars like Adams Bodomo (2012) and Bob Wekesa (2017) have advocated for and
used the term “Africa–China” to challenge the Sinocentric appellation “China–Africa”
which privileges Chinese agency and intentions. I deliberately use the terms inter-
changeably, but defer in this chapter to the ordering preferred by the editors for the
volume.

2 See “Citizens Perception on Chinese Engagement in Tanzania,” including the presenta-
tion, at www.repoa.or.tz/highlights/more/citizens_perception_on_chinese_engagement_
in_tanzania_development (accessed April 30, 2016).

3 My friend’s open question to her “Tanzanian friends” might be compared to the trend in
the literature on Africa–China to hold the “agency” of African states responsible for the
outcomes of Chinese investment or influence. A corrective to tropes of African passivity
in narratives of Chinese agency (cf Brown and Harman 2013), it is nonetheless important
to closely watch how such arguments are deployed in political practice; particularly when
the phenomena in question are co-constituted by a variety of actors.

4 Nonetheless, it would be presumptuous to assume the responsibility for this argument is
entirely my own. The possibility of making this connection was learning of the existence
of an abandoned Chinese cemetery containing the remains of the small community of
Chinese who lived in Dar es Salaam prior to the construction of TAZARA. I learned of
the cemetery from a Chinese woman working for a Chinese conglomerate in Dar es Salaam.
She herself had discovered the cemetery after it appeared to her in a dream. It was this
dream that led her to search for it. From one perspective, it could be said that it was
these spirits who reached out to her, contributing indirectly to me deciding to make
such an argument.
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